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Why innovation needs the help of an active state
By Mariana Mazzucato

T

Productive public spending leads to growth, as illustrated by the
US, writes Mariana Mazzucato

he debate about austerity – and the relationship between public deficits,
national debts and growth – has missed a crucial point. Unless countries are

on the verge of a bond market strike, the amount of debt or the size of the deficit
matter less than what activity the taxpayer is actually funding. If spending supports
areas that increase growth rates via increases in productivity and innovation – such
as education, skills, research and new technologies – then the long-run ratio of debt
to economic output could be lower (and the state in better shape) than if its
spending is less productive.

Nations that have achieved innovation-led growth have not only created the
conditions for innovation – funding education, training and infrastructure – or
fixed market failures by funding basic research. They have also actively provided
direct support to innovators. This is true even in red-in-tooth-and-claw capitalist
America. The IT revolution did not happen with the federal government on the
sidelines. The US backed the microchip, as it did the internet and, more recently,
nanotechnology and biotechnology. Each was funded through public agencies such
as the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the National Science
Foundation and National Institutes of Health.

This spending worked because it was “mission
oriented”: the state picked an idea and supported it,
from putting a man on the moon to tackling climate
change. And when government can pursue missions
with big enough budgets, it is easier to hire bright
minds and to think big – as Darpa did with the
internet. It is just as cool to work at Arpa-E, a
research agency run by the US Department of Energy,
as at Google. It is no surprise that the DoE was
recently run by a Nobel Prize-winning physicist.

Given the inherent uncertainty in innovation,
attracting expertise does not mean always getting
things right. For each success, there are many failures
– but successes that lead to general-purpose
technologies that can drive decades of growth are
worth the wait. Attracting expertise and accepting
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short-term failure are challenges. China must address
both to make good use of the $1.7tn it is spending on
five emerging areas, from new engines to IT and

environmentally friendly technology.

Many doubt the ability of governments to “pick” the right direction. It is wisest to
leave such decisions to the market, they say, as though the latter by its very DNA
will have the long-time horizon, capital and expertise required. Useless bureaucrats,
we hear, just get in the way. This scepticism has political appeal: taxpayers are
constantly fed the message about a clumsy leviathan. That makes it harder for
governments to find the courage to think big. It also encourages them to hide what
they do, even when they are backing a grand vision.

Imagine how different the US healthcare debate would be if taxpayers knew that the
government not only regulates healthcare but also funds the research behind most
radical new drugs: the NIH spent $32bn in 2011 alone on the biotech-
pharmaceutical knowledge base.

When the International Monetary Fund makes recommendations about public
spending, it should consider models of economic growth. After all, the problem in
many indebted countries is not that the state spent too much, but that it spent too
little productively: Italy ran a modest deficit before the crisis, but its two decades of
zero growth in productivity (and gross domestic product) caused its debt-to-output
ratio to rise to unsustainable levels. How will the 40 per cent cuts in Spain’s
research budget since 2009 help the country become an “innovation nation” able to
compete with Germany, where research spending has risen 15 per cent?

There is plenty of waste in these countries, but if “structural reforms” are not
accompanied by increases in productive investment in strategic areas, growth will
not ensue.

One cannot be naive: it is not enough to ask the state to do more. In countries such
as the US, which have benefited from an active (although hidden) industrial
strategy, there is a dysfunctional relationship between the public and private sector,
with risk being socialised and rewards privatised.

While most of the radical technologies that make the iPhone so “smart” were
funded by government, Apple pays relatively little to the public purse in taxes.
Where are today’s Xerox Parcs and Bell Labs, co-investing alongside the state in the
big opportunities of the future?

A coherent economic model of growth must distinguish between symbiotic and
parasitic relationships between the state and the private sector. This is not about the
state sparing the private sector from risk, but taking risks together and enjoying the
rewards as one.

The writer is a professor at the Science and Technology Policy Research unit at the
University of Sussex and author of ‘The Entrepreneurial State: Debunking Public
vs Private Sector Myths’
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ReportNorman Strauss | August 26 12:04am | Permalink

The critical difference between the variety of innovation attainable results from the exact meaning and

execution of the phrases: 

directing state, 

enabling state, 

catalyzing state and 

system triggering state.

ReportNewbieDirector | August 23 11:12am | Permalink

If the UK state wants more senior scientists to leave academia and set up SME then it has to provide better

support to individuals/groups making that transition. If the state pays 100% salary to researchers in university

posts but only 50% salary (e.g. via Technology Strategy Board) to do essentially the same work as part of

setting up an SME, then you are not going to get many new high tech SME. Furthermore, anyone bright

enough to set up a high tech SME is going to see that the terms and conditions offered by UK banks and VCs

to new SME are a con. The UK govt needs to make better use of EU de minimis state aid regulations and
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instigate better routes for obtaining 'matched funding' for development grants if it wants to transfer ideas from

academia into the real economy and use high tech SME to drive recovery.

ReportChrisVC | August 22 3:05pm | Permalink

This is a very dangerous colum. I can agree with a lot. But wholeheartedly disagree with other lots.

1) Does anyone remember Japans 10 year supercomputing program more than a decade ago. Where is Japan

in computing today? A nobody. Or take Galileo the EUs global positioning system. A number four after the US,

Russia and China if it ever will go live before the end of this decade. There are numerous examples of grand

RnD schemes that wasted a lot of funds and that are in danger of being qualified as hidden subsidies to

uncompetitive sectors. 

2) Yes there is a strong case for RnD support by the state. The state can mitigate risks and even benefit from

failures that are unavailable for the private sector. But how far shall the state go? VEnture Capital is a highly

concentrated industry regionally and by industries. And it is already highly nationaliised with probably the

majority of funds coming from public sources. (EIF, regional development funds etc.) Still European VC is one

of the worst performing asset classes in Private Equity.

3) The US is not a good model for Europe and other places. They do not have this enormous defence budget.

Do not have this large sized geography and this homogeneous market. Europe has a different innovation

ecosystem and it is hopeless to try to copy silicon valley anywhere else. Lessons from innovation spending in

the US cannot be transferred to other places. The US is aleader in software products and the internet and the

aerospace sector. But it makes little sense to apply the rules of software to e.g. Health care and automotive.

And the US is no role model in many other sectors.

4) The state is not a good entrepreneur and not good in coaching them. Instead of spending trillions into

wasted RnD programs the state better returns more funds to taxpayers and let them spend more on new risky

ventures and supports investors by various tax breaks and investment incentives.

Reportohneeigenschaften | August 22 2:57pm | Permalink

Hats off, Mariana, for breaking a lance for the central importance of state support for R&D, human capital

formation and infrastructure.

However, many of the most radical innovations innovations to come out of state R&D were not “mission

oriented” at all  but curiosity driven and almost serendipitous: the World Wide Web and html (Tim Berners-Lee

puttering about in his spare time at the international physics lab CERN in Geneva); MOSAIC, the first graphical

browser that led to Netscape (University of Illinois Supercomputer Lab); Packet switching, the foundation of the

Internet (government-financed research at RAND Corp), etc.

It's the luxury of really bright people being able to pursue radical new ideas in a pure science environment,

which is usually not possible in industry except in such exceptional places as Bell Labs, Xerox Parc, or IBM

labs, that mostly opens up new fields. And it was not "mission-oriented" research about miniaturization that led

to the transistor (Bell Labs) or the microprocessor (Intel) even in private companies.

ReportBen J Simpson | August 22 1:29pm | Permalink

Wonderful colum. I wish we had more of this realistic talk in the US. The Paulbots heads would explode.

ReportGaurav Misra | August 22 9:49am | Permalink

the gov't is funding R&D to stimulate innovation and focus on the right things (for eg. in UK), but perhaps the

gov't needs to up its standards on efficient allocation of those funds. i mean they may be funding the right type

of activity, but not necessarily the right type of projects within the category. worth a check?

ReportEvad1ne | August 22 2:15am | Permalink
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The private sector seeks profit ; in the absence of a profit motive, government can support R&D without it.

The problem arises when idealogy tries to supplant either the private sector or government at the expense of

the other.

Responding to the profit incentive, the private sector will typically produce something economically viable.

Government R&D funding, as the author notes, can produce ARPA, the progenitor of the Internet. 

In that instance, and most other government funded R&D efforts, the private sector typically determines how

the government funded R&D can be utilized to derive a profit.

Also, typically, the government fails in trying to pick economic winners.

What does either government or a private sector businessman do when profit becomes a dirty word ?

Reportmoderation | August 21 10:40pm | Permalink

Her book is the most important publication of recent decades. It proves that the hostility to an active state is

built on myths.

ReportAK+ | August 21 9:48pm | Permalink

I disagree (almost) completely. Government works best here via institutionalized stimulus and not via direct

involvement.

For example, if I remember right, the cost of RnD has to be expensed and not capitalized. It kills most long-

term innovation projects.

ReportWendellMurray | August 21 8:45pm | Permalink

Pavlvs not only has an unpronounceable moniker, but the person behind the persona apparently also has no

working brain.

Ms. Mazzucato is correct here and is correct in the book that she wrote that is reviewed by the resident

Financial Times genius, Martin Wolf. 

The only criticism that I can direct toward Ms. Mazzucato is that she should have insisted on speaking Italian

with her parents while growing up, so that she would be perfectly bilingual. But, too late now. She must be

making her parents proud now in any case.

ReportSkeptical Analyst | August 21 8:32pm | Permalink

I cannot agree more with mrs Mazzucato. One example of what a Government must NOT do we have in

Spain, where señor Rajoy and his henchmen are killing the few innovation structures of the country as part of

the public expenditure cuts... But the number of "advisors" and the size of the public car fleet remains the

same. No surprise that over 300,000 young university graduates have left the country so far and the best

brains among them see no possible return in the negar future. In the meantime playing the populist-nationalist

games with Gibraltar... Revolting

ReportPavlvs | August 21 6:16pm | Permalink

Ah the ever statist FT. It takes some imaginative reasoning to make an argument in favor of "state sponsored

innovation" with the US as an example. It has been said that freedom breeds innovation. It is therefore no

coincidence that the US, arguably the freest country in the world, is also the most innovative. Although the US

government has spearheaded a number of key innovations, the private sector has in fact done the bulk of the

innovating, throughout US history. The distinction and dichotomy between the public and private sectors is not

a "myth." In Europe the distinction is often blurred and the consequence as the article observes is often a

dysfunctional political and economic system. In the US, even traditionally state funded and led initiatives are
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shifting towards the private sector. Space exploration is a prime example. SpaceX is manufacturing rockets

that are cheaper, more efficient, and more advanced than NASA's. SpaceX is a private sector initiative and is

entirely privately funded. American universities are considered to be the most innovative in the world and are

mostly private. The world is emulating this American-led model.

As the private sector takes the lead in space exploration, other traditionally state run areas, such as

infrastructure, will also become privatized. In the meantime the government ought to correctly focus on

reducing spending across the board. The author overestimates the stability of the bond market. The Treasuries

market is on a shoestring with the Fed buying most of the bonds through fiat money creation. The BoE and

ECB are doing the same. If this policy is not normalized and government spending quickly reduced not only will

there not be public funding for "research" but the private sector will not be able to play its key role in the

innovation process (which relies on, and spurs, wealth creation) as it will be impeded from doing so by another

government sparked financial crisis. On the above basis alone the author's thesis is undermined.

Entrepreneurship involves the creation of a lean and efficient organization. An entrepreneurial state would be

small, limited, and focused on its core competences which are essentially defense, maintenance of the rule of

law, and, concomitantly, the enforcement of contracts.
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